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ClientEarth uses the law to:

1. Fight climate change
2. Empower people and promote the rule of law
3. Protect the natural world
From and to the supplier

- CSR, SDS
- Traceability up to final product
- Accountability at each stage
From companies to investors

- Tonnage
- Information on the material risks
From companies to public authorities

- Chemicals and company identity
- Information on uses
- Information for polymers, low tonnages and NIAS
- Expansion General Food Law Transparency reform
From public authorities to the public

- All information related to potential exposure/emissions
- Information on compliance and enforcement
- Regulatory studies
- User-friendly information on status of group of substances
Stop the misuse of:

• Business information exceptions
• Intellectual property rights, including for reference materials

General Food Law transparency reform offers useful guidance (verifiable evidence, significant impact, etc.)